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Chasing Ice

THE END OF TIME

CHASING ICE

DIR. PETER METTLER
2012 | CANADA | 114 MIN

DIR. JEFF ORLOWSKI
2012 | USA | 76 MIN

SAT MAR 9 - 7:00 PM & 9:00 PM

WED MAR 20 & THU MAR 21 - 7:00 PM

SUN MAR 10 - 7:00 PM
WED MAR 13 - 7:00 PM
Selected as one of the Top Ten Films of 2012 by the Toronto International Film Festival
Working at the limits of what can easily be expressed, filmmaker Peter Mettler
returns with a bold new visionary work about the transcendent nature of time.
Beginning with American astronaut Joe Kittinger's 1960 leap from a balloon
at the edge of space, the film then sweeps to Switzerland where they are doing
experiments to re-create conditions of the Big Bang. From lava flows in Hawaii
which have overwhelmed all but one home on the south side of Big Island;
from the disintegration of inner city Detroit, to a Hindu funeral rite near the
place of Buddha's enlightenment, Mettler explores our perception of time. He
dares to dream the movie of the future while also immersing us in the wonder
of the everyday.
"Recalling the work of Terrence Malick, Werner Herzog and the late Chris
Marker... The End of Time becomes immersive and hypnotic...a ravishingly
beautiful experience."
– STEPHEN DALTON

2013 marks the 30th Anniversary of the
Winnipeg Film Group’s Cinematheque.
The theatre began programming
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Panel discussion on Mar 20 with Dr. Danny Blair (Associate Dean of
Science at the University of Winnipeg), David Barber (Director of the Centre
for Earth Observation Science), Charmaine Agsalud (Polar Bears International
Teen Leadership Camp) and Curt Hull (Project Manager of the Climate
Change Connection)
In the spring of 2005, National Geographic photographer James Balog headed
to the Arctic on a tricky assignment: to capture images to help tell the story
of the Earth's changing climate. Even with a scientific upbringing, Balog had
been a skeptic about climate change and a cynic about the nature of academic
research. But that first trip north opened his eyes to the biggest story in human
history and sparked a challenge within him that would put his career and his
very well-being at risk. Chasing Ice is the story of one man's mission to change
the tide of history by gathering undeniable evidence of our changing planet.
His hauntingly beautiful videos compress years into seconds and capture
ancient mountains of ice in motion as they disappear at a breathtaking rate.
Chasing Ice depicts a photographer trying to deliver evidence and hope to our
carbon-powered planet.
A co-presentation with the Climate Change Connection

independent, classic and Canadian
cinema on weekends at the NFB theatre
Cinema Main in January of 1983. A
move into Artspace in 1986 soon led
to the addition of 35mm projectors,
digital projection and new seats, which
allowed us to expand our programming.
The theatre is now recognized for its
outstanding commitment in supporting

the work of Winnipeg and Canadian
filmmakers and a diversity of programming
choices. It is as necessary now as it was
then. Throughout the year we will host a
series of special programming events to
recognize our achievements. Join us in
the celebration. Thank you for supporting
us for 30 years.

Paul williams still alive

THE IMPOSTER

PAUL WILLIAMS STILL ALIVE

DIR. BART LAYTON
2012 | USA | 95 MIN

DIR. STEPHEN KESSLER
2011 | USA | 84 MIN

THU MAR 21 - 9:00 PM

SAT MAR 23 - 7:00 PM

DIR. PAUL LACOSTE
2012 | FRANCE | 86 MIN

Fri Mar 22 - 9:00 PM

SUN MAR 24 - 2:00 PM

(French w/ English subtitles)

SAT APR 6 - 7:00 PM

SAT MAR 23 - 9:30 PM

WED MAR 27 - 7:00 PM

Thu Mar 28 - 7:00 PM

SUN APR 7 - 7:00 PM

SUN MAR 24 - 7:00 PM

THU MAR 28 - 9:00 PM

Fri Mar 29 & Sat Mar 30 - 9:00 PM

A gripping thriller straight out
of real life, The Imposter is an
original film experience that walks
the razor’s edge between truecrime documentary and stylish
noir mystery. The twisting, turning
tale begins with an unsettling
disappearance of Nicholas Barclay,
a 13 year-old Texas boy who
vanishes without a trace. Three
and a half years later, staggering
news arrives: the boy has been
found, thousands of miles from
home in Spain, saying he survived
a mind-boggling ordeal of kidnap
and torture by shadowy captors.
His family is ecstatic to have him
back no matter how strange the
circumstances but things become far
stranger once he returns to Texas.

Live chat with the Director via Skype
after the screening on March 23
A moving and affectionate portrait
of one of the huge pop icons
of 1970, Grammy and Oscar
winner Paul Williams, legendary
songwriter of Rainy Days and
Mondays, We’ve Only Just Begun
and Just An Old Fashioned Love
Song. The film opens with a scene
of Williams in Winnipeg as a
guest at Phantompalooza where he
was lauded for his role in the film
Phantom of the Paradise. Williams
wrote songs for David Bowie,
Anne Murray and Kermit the Frog
(The Rainbow Connection) was an
endless guest of TV talk shows and
made many movie appearances
before he crashed and burned with
drugs and alcohol. Still touring,
Kessler probes Williams with
questions of his fame and current life
of playing Vegas nightspots
and hotel venues.

ENTRE LE BRAS
(STEP UP TO THE PLATE)

Thu Apr 4 - 9:00 PM
In 2009, the three-Michelin-stars
French chef Michel Bras decides to
hand his restaurant over to his son
Sebastien, who has been working
with him for 15 years. Step up to
the plate tells the story of these
extraordinary dishes prepared by a
father and a son, in the hilly landscape of Aubrac region. We follow
this gastronomic transmission, and
enter intimately in their family ties.
This film is the story of a family over
three generations all dedicated to the
perfection of creating imaginative,
great food.
"You don't have to be a foodie to
appreciate this film. If you are a
foodie, though, and you've ever
dreamed of attaining the holy grail
of actually dining at Bras, you'll
revel in the opportunity to see these
master chefs at work."

WEST OF MEMPHIS
DIR. AMY BERG
2012 | USA | 150 MIN
FRI APR 5 - 7:00 PM

West of Memphis is the riveting
story of the extraordinary and
desperate fight to bring the truth to
light of the West Memphis Three Damien Echols, Jason Baldwin and
and Jessie Misskelley, men who
were wrongfully convicted in 1993
of the murders of three children.
A story well known through the
Paradise Lost films, the filmmakers
were given unprecedented access
to the inner workings of the defense.
This allowed them to show the
investigation, research and appeals
process in a way that has never
been seen before; revealing
shocking and disturbing new
information about a case that still
haunts the American South.

– MOVIE CITY NEWS

"Charming, funny and very
poignant....wonderful.”
– DIVA VELEZ
62
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GREGORY CREWDSON: BRIEF ENCOUNTERS

FIRST POSITION
DIR. BESS KARGMAN
2011 | USA | 90 MIN

GREGORY CREWDSON:
BRIEF ENCOUNTERS

SUN APR 14 - 2:00 PM

DIR. BEN SHAPIRO
2012 | USA | 77 MIN

FRI APR 19 - 9:00 PM

SAT APR 20 & SUN APR 21 - 7:00 PM

SAT APR 20 – 9:00 PM

WED APR 24 & THU APR 25 - 7:00 PM

SUN APR 21 - 2:00 PM

Opening night introduced by
Sarah Anne Johnson

Every year, thousands of aspiring
dancers enter one of the world’s
most prestigious ballet competitions,
the Youth America Grand Prix,
where lifelong dreams are at stake.
In the final round, with hundreds
competing for only a handful of elite
scholarships and contracts, practice
and discipline are paramount,
and nothing short of perfection
is expected. Bess Kargman’s
award-winning documentary is a
thrilling and moving portrait of six
young dancers as they prepare
for a chance to enter the world of
professional ballet.

American photographer Gregory
Crewdson creates gorgeously
haunting photographs often
resembling scenes from a movie.
Working with set decorators, location
managers and a cinematographer he
stages elaborate scenes which can
take hours to set up and photograph.
Crewdson takes inspiration as much
from his own dreams and fantasies
as the worlds of Alfred Hitchcock,
David Lynch, Edward Hopper and
Diane Arbus. Gregory Crewdson:
Brief Encounters beautifully bares
the artist’s process—and it’s as
mesmerizing and riveting as the
images themselves.
Sarah Anne Johnson's work has
been exhibited in numerous solo and
group exhibitions internationally. She
is the recipient of numerous grants
and awards and is included in
several distinguished collections.

CHASING A SONG

THE REP

DIR. CHARLES KONOWAL
2013 | CANADA | 61 MIN

DIR. MORGAN WHITE
2012 | CANADA | 89 MIN

THU APR 18 - 7:00 PM

APR 26 & SAT APR 27 - 7:00 PM

Introduced by director Charles
Konowal and musician Scott Nolan
In Scott Nolan’s former life he
was a mercenary rocker but with
time he realized his natural talent
was songwriting. Now he tours
with musical partner, drummer
Joanna Miller, the two-piece have
established a unique sound of their
own that plays especially well in
places like the southwest USA. His
solo career has allowed him to
strive for more depth and breadth
in his song writing in the tradition
of singer songwriters he admires.
The film observes his chosen path
as a songwriter, his conversations
with fellow songwriters in search
of insights interwoven with various
performances and a memorable trip
to Folsom Prison to deal with some
family business.
PLAYS WITH
Honky Tonk Ben,
dir. Ryan McKenna,
2011, Canada, 15 min
Honky Tonk Ben was a yodeling
cowboy with a talent for creating
extravagant pianos.
Chasing a Song has
been produced for
MTS Stories from Home

3
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SUN APR 28 - 2:00 PM
The Rep follows the first year of
operation in the lives of three
individuals who have taken it upon
themselves to open a single screen
repertory cinema in downtown
Toronto. Suspenseful, hilarious,
and moving, the film reveals the
stress and challenges of operating
a theatre from 12-hour workdays to
having no semblance of a personal
life. Featuring great interviews with
film programmers Kier-La Janisse,
Blue Sunshine in Montreal, Bruce
Goldstein, Film Forum in New York,
Lars Nilsen, The Alamo Drafthouse
and directors George A. Romero,
Kevin Smith, John Waters and
Atom Egoyan.
PLAYS WITH
Cinema Etiquette: A How to Guide,
dir. Damien Ferland,
2008, Canada, 3 min
Join host Patrick Lowe and the
How-To Players as they re-enact
various examples of poor etiquette
often displayed in movie theatres.
A quick yet efficient public service
announcement on how public
bickering, text messaging and velcro
tearing are not appropriate when
enjoying a film with strangers.

CANADIAN &
INTERNATIONAL
FEATURE FILMS

BARBARA

BARBARA

TOWER

TATSUMI

REBELLE (WAR WITCH)

DIR. CHRISTIAN PETZOLD
2012 | GERMANY | 105 MIN

DIR. KAZIK RADWANSKI
2012 | CANADA | 78 MIN

DIR. ERIC KHOO
2011| JAPAN | 98 MIN

DIR. KIM NGUYEN
2012 | CANADA | 90 MIN

(German w/English subtitles)

(French w/English subtitles)

(Japanese w/English subtitles)

(French w/English subtitles)

FRI MAR 1 TO SUN MAR 3 - 7:00 PM

FRI MAR 1 & SAT MAR 2 - 9:00 PM

THU APR 25 - 9:00 PM

SUN APR 28 - 7:00 PM

WED & THU MAR 6 & 7 - 7:00 PM

THU MAR 7 - 9:00 PM

FRI APR 26 - 9:00 PM

FRI MAR 8 - 9:30 PM

SAT APR 27 - 9:00 PM

Independent director Kazik
Radwanski's remarkable film is one
of most under-rated feature debuts of
the year. Derek, a 34-year-old man
who lives in his parents' basement, is
a puzzling specimen to say the least.
He has no career per se, though he
is an aspiring computer animator
and works construction part-time for
his uncle. Solitary but not friendless,
he ventures out alone to clubs in the
evenings looking to connect with
women. He's both impulsive and
cautious, and much of the time he
appears slightly perplexed, intently
chewing on his thoughts. Derek is
not socially awkward; he's socially
peculiar. He suddenly finds himself
in uncertain territory when he falls
into an intimate relationship with a
woman he meets.

Tatsumi celebrates the life and work
of Japanese comic artist Yoshihiro
Tatsumi - a manga pioneer who
elevated the genre to a new level
of creative expression and adult
realism. A comic’s crazed teenager,
Tatsumi began to get published
and was able to support his poor
family in postwar occupied Japan.
In the late 1950s, Tatsumi coined
the term gekiga (dramatic pictures)
and redefined the manga landscape
with an alternative genre for adults.
Realistic and disquieting, his work
began to grapple with the darker
aspects of life in his rapidly changing
country with stories that are peverse,
shocking and darkly comic.

In the vein of recent classics as
The Lives of Others and 4 Months,
3 Weeks and 2 Days, Christian
Petzold’s Barbara re-visits the quiet,
everyday tragedies of the Iron
Curtain era, when paranoia ran
deep and for very good reasons.
This evocative finely detailed drama
set in East Germany in the early
1980s is a suspenseful chamber
piece about an accomplished Berlin
physician, banished to a rural
hospital as punishment. She is torn
between the promise of escape
across the border and her growing
love for a fellow colleague.

Introduced by Rebelle
cinematographer Nicolas Bolduc
Nominated for the 2013 Academy
Awards for Best Foreign Film,
Rebelle is an extraordinary portrait
of survival. Director Kim Nguyen
spent 10 years bringing this story to
the screen, basing his script on the
stories of actual child soldiers and
shooting entirely on location in the
Democratic Republic of the Congo.
Kidnapped and forcibly inducted into
a rebel army, 14 year old Kamona
finds herself haunted by premonitory
visions in this heartfelt and helplessly
moving portrait of a child soldier as
she recounts the past two years of
her life to her unborn child.
Rebelle is generously sponsored
by Radio-Canada & Quebec Cinema

CABIN FEVER! FREE FILMS FOR KIDS: A CAT IN PARIS
DIRS. JEAN LOUP FELICIOLI & ALAIN GAGNOL | 2010 | FRANCE | 70 MIN
(French w/English subtitles)
SUN MAR 3 - 2:00 PM

Free Admission!
A cat leads a secret double life: he spends his days with Zoe, the daughter of a police commissioner, but
at night he accompanies a thief on the rooftops of Paris. While Zoe’s mother investigates the burglaries
at night, another criminal kidnaps the girl. (Please note this film is not suitable for younger children).
The Winnipeg Film Group acknowledges the generous support
of the Assiniboine Credit Union for our Cabin Fever series.
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THE COMIC GENIUS OF PIERRE ÉTAIX
Comedian, illustrator, gagman, actor and director Pierre Étaix has done it all, and yet he remains largely unknown outside
his homeland. Held up for decades by legal wrangling, Janus Films recently restored his work created between 1961 and
1971. Étaix has been praised by directors as diverse as Truffaut, Bresson, Godard and David Lynch. Most recently he
appeared as an actor in Aki Kaurismaki's Le Havre. His films combine exquisite physical comedy with inventive sight gags
and a slightly surreal visual sensibility.

LE GRAND AMOUR (THE GREAT LOVE)

YOYO

DIR. PIERRE ÉTAIX
1969| FRANCE | 87 MIN

DIR. PIERRE ÉTAIX
1965 | FRANCE | 98 MIN

(French w/English subtitles)

(French w/English subtitles)

FRI MAR 29 & SAT MAR 30 - 7:00 PM

WED APR 3 & THU APR 4 – 7:00 PM

WED APR 17 - 7:00 PM

SUN APR 7 – 2:00 PM

Co-written with the brilliant Jean-Claude Carrière,
Le Grand Amour opens at Pierre’s wedding as he
looks over at this his bride Florence and wonders
what brought him to this day. In flights of fancy he
daydreams about all the women he could have
married, the years pass, monotonously, until a
young new secretary arrives which turns his life
upside down.

On Jean Luc Godard’s Top Ten List for 1965 this
elaborately conceived and brilliantly mounted
comedy is Pierre Étaix’s most beloved movie, as
well as his personal favorite. Beginning as a clever
homage to silent film, complete with intertitles, Yoyo
blossoms into a poignant family saga (in which
Étaix plays both a father and his grown son) and
a celebration of the circus Étaix adored. Chock-full
of nimble sight gags and ingenious sound effects,
Yoyo is very sweet, a little bit melancholy, and
wholly imaginative.

"One of those cinematic marvels that leaves me
shaking my head and wondering where it has
been all my life."
– THE NEW YORKER
PLAYS WITH
(Heureux Anniversaire) Happy Anniversary,
dir. Pierre Étaix, 1962, France, 12 min
(French w/English subtitles)
Oscar winner for Best Live Action short, a young
woman sets the table for her wedding anniversary
celebration, while her husband is stuck in Paris
traffic. The few remaining errands he has to make
only delay him more and more.

5
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"Étaix is a revelation: hilarious, subversive,
deadpan. You can see in his work the seeds
of everything we've laughed at during the
last 60 plus years."
– KEN BURNS
The Comic Genius of Pierre Etaix
is sponsored by Radio-Canada.

FREEZE FRAME
INTERNATIONAL
FILM FESTIVAL
FOR KIDS OF ALL AGES
March 3-10
The Freeze Frame festival was
created to provide young people
in Manitoba access to quality films
and videos from around the world.
FF selects films and videos that will
entertain and challenge children
and youth by exploring situations
and issues not normally explored in
mainstream media.
Two locations, three theatres, eight
days, over 25 films, 150 hours of
workshops and the chance to mingle
with world-class featured filmmakers!
For more info, visit

freezeframeonline.org

AN EVENING WITH
LEONARD YAKIR
Shorts &
Artist Talks

MAR 8 - 7:00 PM
Former Winnipeg filmmaker Leonard Yakir is an important figure
in the early days of the Winnipeg filmmaking community. In
addition to his great portrait film about Ray LeClaire, Main Street
Soldier, he also created a key film in the early days of feature
filmmaking in Winnipeg, The Mourning Suit and was the writer/
producer of the cult film Out of The Blue directed by Dennis
Hopper and starring Linda Manz (Days of Heaven.) Currently
living and working in New York, he returns to Winnipeg to
premiere his new documentary The Ruby Concerts.
Main Street Soldier
dir. Leonard Yakir, 1972, Canada, 35 min
World War II veteran Ray LeClaire relives his marches through a
haze of alcoholism on Winnipeg's Historic Main Street. The film
draws from Ray’s two battlefields, war and the street.
The Ruby Concerts
dir. Leonard Yakir, 2013, US, 60 min
Carol Wincenc is one of the most respected and acclaimed
flutists performing today. She appears with orchestras worldwide
and has premiered works written for her by numerous prominent
composers. During the 2010 concert season she celebrated
40 years of of concertizing in New York. This film is an in
depth look at what makes a great classical musician and
her history and insights.

Thu March 28
at 5:45 PM
To purchase tickets,
please call Kristy at 925-3456

Dinner and a Movie is back with dinner at Peasant Cookery
followed by a screening of Entre Le Bras (pg 2)!

For $45 you will enjoy a three course meal
and admission to the film.
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Documentary

FESTIVAL

M a r c h 1 4 – M a r c h 1 7, 2 0 1 3
STILL
ww
w. g i WORKING
m m e s o m e t ron
uth.ca

RITUALS OF
HEALING:

Christian Woman Of Virtue
dir. Sharon Alward, 2000, Canada, 44 min

FRI MAR 22 - 7:00 PM

This piece incorporates the live performance that took place in public
spaces in the UK, in which Alward dragged her Christian baggage,
through the landscape, on trains, into churches, and along streets.
The soundtrack consists of seven autobiographical narratives based
on the seven Christian virtues. Within this framework, she recalls the
disappointments of her childhood, her thoughts on the church and
Christianity, and the sometimes sordid details of her adolescence.

Curated by Val Klassen

“A brave and deeply personal statement....stunning...
a small miracle."

This program explores the midlife perspective of one woman and
includes the world premiere of her work Zuma. Her concerns,
regrets, grief and sadness are presented as a first-person
narrative.The details are personal, but the themes are universal.
Through ritual, she assimilates the knowledge of her vulnerability,
and thus gains personal power.

– MORLEY WALKER

THE AUTOBIOGRAPHICAL
WORKS OF SHARON ALWARD

– Val Klassen

August,
dir. Sharon Alward, 2001, Canada, 6 min
The sky is a means to connect to the infinity of
creation. Brooding clouds set the scene for an autumn
ritual of ashes, as Alward reflects on her life and
contemplates impending mortality.

Zuma,

Val Klassen is an artist, activist, teacher and grandmother.Val
Klassen works primarily in video, as well as in performance,
sound art and photography.
Sharon Alward's spiritually based performances and artistic
works have been exhibited in museums and site specific
locations around the world. Alward is a Full Professor at the
University Of Manitoba School of Art, and a Senior Fellow
and Curator of St. John's College. Alward was a Lector and
Administrant for over a decade in the Anglican Church,
Diocese of Rupert's Land. She was cited as one of the 100
most influential and innovative Canadians in MacLean's
magazine for her work as a Canadian artist.

dir. Sharon Alward, 2010, Canada, 8 min
A performance ritual of grief, reconciliation and
healing, Zuma is both a physical place and a
metaphor for ambiguous loss.

MARCH 14 - 17, 2013
w w w. g i m m e s o m e t r u t h . c a

7
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CINEMATHEQUE, URBAN SHAMAN
AND imagineNATIVE FILM +
MEDIA ARTS FESTIVAL CO-PRESENT

DANCING COPS
& RED GIRLS:
NEW DRAMATIC WORKS FROM
ABORIGINAL FILMMAKERS
FRI APR 19 - 7:00 PM
Curated by Michelle Latimer
Contemporary and imaginative, this collection of films
illuminates issues prevalent in not only First Nation’s
communities, but within Canadian society as a whole.
While themes such as justice and advocacy run deep
throughout the work, an inherent playfulness is also
present as traditional genre styles are subverted and
reclaimed in a contemporary realization of authentic,
Indigenous storytelling.
This collection provides a rare glimpse into the
early creations emerging from a rising wave of
contemporary Indigenous filmmakers who are working
towards realizing their first feature films. The films
included here refuse categorization and exemplify a
youthful energy that blazes with vision and courage.
–

The Dancing Cop,
dir. Kelvin Redvers,
2012, Canada, 7 min

Riley,
dir. Amanda Strong,
2010, Canada, 10 min

Two worlds collide in an unnerving
musical number exploring the dark side
of justice and the power of authority.

When Riley’s day unravels to the point
of despair, he finds himself pulled
into a mysterious and peculiar world,
where everything is uncertain.

Where We Were Not, Part 1:
Feeling Reser ved, Alexus' Stor y,
dir. Alexus Young,
2011, Canada, 6 min
Animation and personal testimony
weave together to craft an intimate
and profound portrait of one person’s
experience of police brutality.

Liar,
dir. Adam Garnet Jones,
2012, Canada, 8 min
A young man’s secret fuels a twisted
vendetta for revenge in this powerful
examination of intolerance.

Wapawekka,
dir. Danis Goulet,
2010, Canada, 16 min
(Cree and English w/ English subtitles)
A powerful story of intergenerational
conflict, hip-hop loving Josh is dragged
to their family’s remote cabin for one
last visit by his traditional Cree dad.

File Under Miscellaneous,
dir. Jeff Barnaby,
2010, Canada, 7 min
(English & Mi'gMaq w/English subtitles)
In a dystopian near-future, a destitute
Mi'gMaq man submits himself to a
gruesome metamorphosis in order to
join the supremacy of the ruling race.

The Dimming,
dir. Ippiksaut Friesen,
2011, Canada, 5 min
The Sun and the Moon are born as a
woman searches to reveal the identity
of her mystery lover in this strikingly
animated Inuit creation tale.

Snare,
dir. Lisa Jackson,
2012, Canada, 1.5 min
Spare and visually arresting, Snare
is a performance piece that captures
the brutality of violence against
Aboriginal women, as well as the
possibility of healing and grace.

Michelle Latimer
Choke,
dir. Michelle Latimer,
2011, Canada, 5 min
Upon leaving his First Nations
reserve, Jimmy encounters the lost
souls of the city and is reminded that
no matter how far you travel, you
cannot escape who you are.

A Red Girl's Reasoning,
dir. Elle-Maija Tailfeathers,
2012, Canada, 10 min
(Cree and English)
A no-holds-barred, neo-noir action/
thriller wherein an ass-kicking female
vigilante seeks revenge in this social
commentary on violence against
Indigenous women.
08
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SPECIAL EVENTS

ANNIE HALL

LOCAL HERO

DIR. WOODY ALLEN
1977 | USA | 93 MIN

DIR. BILL FORSYTH
1983 | UK | 111 MIN

WED APR 10 - 7:00 PM

SAT APR 13 - 7:00 PM

Woody Allen's masterpiece. Gag
writer and neurotic stand up comic
Alvy Singer engages in many
unsuccessful attempts at romance and
eventually falls for aspiring nightclub
singer Annie Hall. An Oscar winner in
four categories including Best Picture,
the film contains some of his best
comic sequences.

Though he only made a handful of
films (Gregory's Girl, Comfort and
Joy and Housekeeping) director Bill
Forsyth was the master of wry, gentle
humour. Texas oil tycoon Felix sends
Mac, a junior exec to Scotland to
persuade the villagers to sell their
town so Knox Oil can build an oil
refinery. The town's residents are only
too happy to sell but Mac soon falls in
love with the landscape and realizes
what he has been missing in his life.
"Four stars...Here is a small
film to treasure...loving,
funny, understated."
– ROGER EBERT

THE APARTMENT
DIR. BILLY WILDER
1960 | USA | 125 MIN
THU APR 11 - 7:00 PM

Cinematheque and the Winnipeg
Comedy Festival co-present

KevinFest Film Festival
Curated and introduced by Kevin McDonald
In conjunction with the Winnipeg Comedy Festival,
comedian and star from Kids in The Hall, Kevin
McDonald will introduce a series of his personal
favourite classics from great writer/directors in the
history of film comedy. McDonald says, “Though some
of these writer/directors also star in their movies I
wanted to show movies from great comic minds that
also do their genius work behind the camera. And
you'll find that these movies are more than just funny.
They have the point of view of the person who created
them and at their best say something a little bit about
us. And of course they are funny...very funny.”
Kevin McDonald is the co-founder of Kids in The Hall
with Dave Foley. He has also appeared on Ellen,
The Martin Short Show, Seinfeld, Friends, Arrested
Development and Less Than Kind.
9
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Jack Lemmon delivers the
performance of his career as a junior
level insurance clerk who lends out
the key to his apartment so senior
executives can have extramarital
affairs. Complications arise when he
falls for the elevator girl Fran Kubelik
who is also the girlfriend of his boss
J.D. Sheldrake. A brilliant satire of
corporate culture of the 1960's,
The Apartment swept the Oscars for
Best Picture, Director, Editing and
Screenplay.

LOST IN AMERICA
DIR. ALBERT BROOKS
1985| USA| 91 MIN
FRI APR 12 - 7:00 PM
Neurotic advertising man David
Howard has sold his house in
anticipation of a big career move at
his Los Angeles Agency. When the
promotion meeting turns out to be a
sideways shift to the New York office,
David flips out, insults his boss, and
gets himself escorted from the building
by security. Making a rash decision
to 'drop out' like the fantasy in the
movie Easy Rider, David gets Linda
to quit her job too. They head for
Las Vegas in a large motor home,
to renew their marriage vows and
sleep under the stars.

THE LADY EVE
DIR. PRESTON STURGES
1941| USA | 94 MIN
SUN APR 14 - 7:00 PM
Starring Henry Fonda,
Barbara Stanwyck
A conniving father and daughter
meet up with the heir to a brewery
fortune—a wealthy but naïve snake
enthusiast—and attempt to bamboozle
him at a cruise ship card table. Their
plan is quickly abandoned when the
daughter falls in love with their prey.
But when the heir gets wise to her
gold-digging ways, she must plot to
re-conquer his heart. One of Sturges’
most clever and beloved romantic
comedies, The Lady Eve balances
broad slapstick and sophisticated
sexiness with perfect grace.

THU APR 18 - 8:00 PM

AN EVENING OF
EXPANDED CINEMA:
LIVE FILM PERFORMANCE

Heidi Phillips, Michel Germain and Scott Fitzpatrick
Negative Space, 253 Princess Street

Special Event Pricing: $10

Forsaken
In a collaboration between Heidi Phillips
and Michel Germain Forsaken alters images
rescued from Klass “A” Auctions before
the family run auction house burnt down
in Saskatoon, Saskatchewan. Deep Sea
Adventure, Mission 22 Orbits and My Next
Door Neighbour are just some of the amazing
titles amongst the 40 films. Phillips alters
images by using various techniques including
by-packing positive and negative to reprint
using a contact printer (from Phil Hoffman's
film farm), a method gleaned from Owen
Land, a well known avant-garde American
filmmaker. Muscle men, machinery, and
building climbers become foreboding figures
in this darkly apocalyptic film performance.
The optical sound reader from the film
projectors is adopted to read the image as
sound. Germain will manipulate these tones
to create a live soundscape for the work.

Shade + Wingdings:
The Musical!
By Scott Fitzpatrick
Two expanded cinema works by Scott
Fitzpatrick, both handmade on 16mm
film using experimental, non-photographic
animation techniques. Basic hues keep time
and improvise a choreographed dance;

unexpected conversions rates relate font-size
to audible tone (in search of a tune) interested
in colour and sound respectively, Shade and
Wingdings: The Musical! are exercises in total
cinematic reduction.
Heidi Phillips is an experimental filmmaker
and installation artist from Manitoba with an
affinity for the tactility of the filmic medium.
Phillips’ often uses thrifted super 8 films,
contact printing and darkroom experiments to
push her work into new places. Phillips’ old
school process frequently becomes part of the
content, as grainy scratched films are merged
with images lifted from found footage to create
mesmerizing, transcendent works.
Michel Germain is a musician, audio artist
and technician based in Winnipeg. His work
ranges from improvised, electronic music and
rock n’ roll performance to sound design for
film, video and installation projects.
Scott Fitzpatrick is a visual artist from YWG,
whose film and video work has screened
at underground festivals and marginalized
venues worldwide. He studied film theory
and production at the University of Manitoba,
and began conducting lo-fi moving image
experiments in 2010. Though primarily a
filmmaker; he is also invested in photography,
re-photography and collage.

Staff List

Distribution Centre

Cinematheque

Production Centre

Cecilia Araneda

Monica Lowe

Jaimz Asmundson

Ivan Hughes

Executive Director

Distribution Director

Cinematheque Programming Director

Production Centre Director

KEVIN LEE BURTON

Noni Brynjolson

Kristy Muckosky

Marcel Kreutzer

Cinematheque Operations Manager

Technical Coordinator

cecilia@winnipegfilmgroup.com
Executive Assistant

monica@winnipegfilmgroup.com
Distribution Coordinator

jaimz@winnipegfilmgroup.com

ivan@winnipegfilmgroup.com

Dave Barber
Cinematheque Programming
Coordinator

Alison Davis
Cinematheque Head Projectionist
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MARCH 2013
SUN

MON

TUE

WED

THU

FRI

SAT

1

3

4

2:00 PM
7:00 PM

6
7:00 PM

7
Barbara

Barbara

10
2:00 PM

5

Cabin Fever:
A Cat In Paris

11

12

The End of Time

13
7:00 PM

17

18

19

20
7:00 PM

Gimme Some Truth

The End of Time

Chasing Ice

2

7:00 PM

Barbara

7:00 PM

Barbara

9:00 PM

Tower

9:00 PM

Tower

8

7:00 PM

Barbara

9:00 PM

Tower

9

7:00 PM

An Evening with
Leonard Yakir

9:30 PM

Tower

25

2:00 PM

Paul Williams Still Alive

7:00 PM

The Imposter

26

27
7:00 PM

The End of Time

15

16

Gimme Some Truth

Gimme Some Truth

Gimme Some Truth

21

22

23

7:00 PM

Chasing Ice

9:00 PM

The Imposter

7:00 PM

28
Paul Williams
Still Alive

The End of Time

9:00 PM

14

Rituals of Healing:
The Autobiographical
Works of Sharon Alward

9:00 PM

24

7:00 PM

7:00 PM

Paul Williams Still Alive

9:30 PM

The Imposter

The Imposter

29

30

7:00 PM

Dinner and a Movie:
Entre Le Bras

7:00 PM

Pierre Étaix:
Le Grand Amour

7:00 PM

Pierre Étaix:
Le Grand Amour

9:00 PM

Paul Williams Still Alive

9:00 PM

Entre Le Bras

9:00 PM

Entre Le Bras

31
CLOSED

APRIL 2013
SUN

MON
1

TUE
2

WED
3
7:00 PM

7

8

2:00 PM

Pierre Étaix: Yoyo

7:00 PM

West of Memphis

14
First Positon

7:00 PM

KevinFest
Film FesTval:
The Lady Eve

21
First Position

7:00 PM

Gregory Crewdson:
Brief Encounters

28
The Rep

7:00 PM

Rebelle (War Witch)

Pierre Étaix: Yoyo

9:00 PM

Entre Le Bras

7:00 PM

18
Pierre Étaix: Yoyo

23

24
7:00 PM

7:00 PM

Chasing A Song

8:00 PM

An Evening of
Expanded Cinema

25
Gregory Crewdson:
Brief Encounters

7:00 PM

West of Memphis

12
KevinFest
Film FesTval:
The Apartment

7:00 PM

West of Memphis

13

7:00 PM

KevinFest
Film FesTval:
Lost in America

7:00 PM

KevinFest
Film FesTval:
Local Hero

19

20

7:00 PM

7:00 PM

Gregory Crewdson:
Brief Encounters

9:00 PM

First Position

Dancing Cops and
Red Girls: New Dramatic
Works from Aboriginal
	filmmakers
First Position

26
Gregory Crewdson:
Brief Encounters

SAT
6

7:00 PM

9:00 PM

29

2:00 PM

5

7:00 PM

11
KevinFest
Film FesTval:
Annie Hall

17
7:00 PM

22

2:00 PM

16

FRI

4
Pierre Étaix: Yoyo

10
7:00 PM

15

2:00 PM

9

THU

27

7:00 PM

The Rep

7:00 PM

The Rep

9:00 PM

Tatsumi

9:00 PM

Tatsumi

30

BECOME A CINEMATHEQUE MEMBER

$25 INDIVIDUAL $50 FAMILY $55 TEN SHOW PASS
$15 REDUCED (STUDENT/SENIORS) $125 UNLIMITED ANNUAL

ADMISSION MEMBERS PAY ONLY $6.00
publications mail agreement
NUMBER 40045468

$9 GENERAL | $8 STUDENTS & SENIORS
$6 FILM GROUP & CINEMATHEQUE MEMBERS

$1 of each admission goes towards our capital improvements, aimed
at making your experience at the Cinematheque even more satisfying.

INFO L INE :

2 0 4- 9 2 5- 3 4 5 6

100 arthur street, i n t h e e x C h a n g e

www.winnipegcinematheque.com

